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In a combined experimental-theoretical study, we investigated the transport of vibrational energy
from the surrounding solvent into the interior of a heme-protein, the sperm whale myoglobin double
mutant L29W-S108L, in dependence of temperature from 20 K to 70 K. The hindered libration of
a CO molecule that is not covalently bound to any part of the protein but is trapped in one of its
binding pockets (the Xe4 pocket), was used as \local thermometer". Energy was deposited into
the solvent by IR excitation. Experimentally, the energy transfer rate increased from (30 ps) 1 at
20 K to (8 ps) 1 at 70 K. This temperature trend is opposite to what is expected, assuming the
mechanism of heat transport is similar to that in glasses. In order to elucidate the mechanism and its
temperature dependence, non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed,
which, however, predicted an essentially temperature independent rate of vibrational energy ow.
We tentatively conclude that the MD potentials overestimate the coupling between the protein and
the CO molecule, which appears to be the rate limiting step in the real system at low temperatures.
Assuming that this coupling is anharmonic in nature, the observed temperature trend can readily
be explained.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heat transport across heme proteins has, in the past,
been investigated extensively [1{4]. Vibrational energy
ow from the heme group in hemoglobin or myoglobin
into the surrounding solvent could be directly followed
using ultrafast spectroscopy because electronic relaxation
very quickly converts the energy of an absorbed visible
photon into vibrational energy of the heme, leading to an
initial local temperature jump of several hundred Kelvin
[2]. Both the cooling of the heme and the heating of the
surrounding solvent have been investigated. Two distinct
time constants of less than 10 ps and approximately 20
ps are typically found in these experiments. Hochstrasser
and co-workers have interpreted the slower timescale ob-
served for solvent heating as a signature of diusive heat
transport across the bulk protein [2], in agreement with
early MD simulations [5]. The faster timescale, on the
other hand, was initially attributed to a non-diusive
process due to collective motions of the protein. Indeed,
while the structural order in proteins is generally too lo-
cal to give rise to truly delocalized phenomena, it is sig-
nicantly larger than that of liquids or glasses, leading
to speculations about the connection between ecient
heat transport and biologically relevant signalling path-
ways [6{8].
Based on more recent MD simulations, however, it has
been suggested that fast energy transport from a photo-
excited heme to the surrounding solvent predominantly
goes through the propionate side chains [9], which are
part of the heme moiety and connect it directly to the
protein surface. Even without this particular diculty,
distinguishing contributions from local equilibration of
the chromophore and transport across the bulk protein
is not straightforward in experiments based on heme ex-
citation. When described by heat transport theory, es-
sentially two interfaces, between heme and protein and
between protein and solvent, have to be taken into ac-
count [3].
In order to reduce complexity and to address the heat
transport problem in polypeptides in a site-selective way,
the vibrational energy transport through model peptide
helices was recently studied by transient IR spectroscopy
with the help of systematic isotope labelling [10{13].
These works showed that vibrational excitation spreads
essentially along the backbone of the polymer without
a signicant contribution from structure-forming hydro-
gen bond interactions. Model calculations revealed that
low frequency, delocalized vibrational modes can favor
fast propagation of an (external) perturbation. The rate-
limiting step for the propagation of energy, however, is
very often the local equilibration of vibrational excita-
tion, governed by the coupling between high-frequency
localized and low-frequency delocalized modes[14, 15].
In the light of these ndings, in this work we revisit
the problem of energy dissipation in a globular protein
with three major modications: (i) We study the pro-
cess of heating the molecule via the solvent from the
outside, (ii) we probe temperature via the kinetic (li-
brational) energy of a CO molecule that is trapped in
a cavity near the center of the protein, but that is not
covalently bound to any part of the protein, and (iii),
we perform the experiment at dierent low temperatures
where the inuence of protein-specic delocalized vibra-
tional modes should be most pronounced.To that end, we
choose the myoglobin (Mb) double mutant L29W-S108L,
2since it has been shown that a dissociated CO remains
trapped exclusively in the Xe4 pocket at temperatures
below 80 K [16]. The experiments are complemented
by MD simulations, which help us to address the dier-
ent rate-determining steps in the energy transfer process
in detail.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Experimental
The procedure and setup for this experiment has been
described in detail in Ref. [17]. Puried sperm whale
Mb double mutant L29W-S108L was dissolved at a con-
centration of 20 mM in a 75% glycerol/25% (vol/vol)
potassium phosphate buer mixture at pH 8.0. The
sample was reduced with sodium dithionite solution and
stirred under an atmosphere of 13C18O. A few microliters
of the sample solution were sandwiched between two 2
mm thick CaF2 windows separated by a 75 m mylar
spacer inside a vibration-reduced closed cycle cryostat.
At a temperature between 80{90 K, approximately
70% of the CO molecules were photodissociated from
the heme iron and trapped in the Xe4 pocket of Mb by
nanosecond laser irradiation at 532 nm [16]. This re-
sulted in an optical density for the CO molecules trapped
in the Xe4 pocket of 5-7 mOD (at 20 K) on top of a broad
solvent background.
The mid-infrared femtosecond (fs) laser pulses of 100
fs duration and 150 cm 1 bandwidth were centered at
2020 cm 1. They were produced by dierence frequency
mixing of signal and idler from a double stage optical
parametric amplier [18]. For the pump-probe measure-
ments a small portion of the mid IR beam (4 %) was split
o to produce probe and reference pulses. The main por-
tion of the beam (1.8 { 2.0 J/pulse) passed a delay stage
and a =2 plate for polarization control. After passing
the sample, probe and reference beams were dispersed in
a spectrometer and imaged onto a MCT (mercury cad-
mium telluride) double array detector with 2 cm 1 res-
olution. At pump-probe delays between 1 and 10 ps, a
strong background arising from interference of the probe
beam with scattered pump laser light strongly perturbed
the very weak signals, and could not be suciently sup-
pressed by delay time dithering (except for one measure-
ment series performed at 20 K). Data points between 1
and 10 ps where therefore disregarded. The average tem-
perature increase in the pumped volume was estimated
to be less than <1 K.
B. Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out
using the NAMD program [19] with the CHARMM22
force eld [20]. The initial MbCO protein structure was
taken from an equilibrated L29F mutant with CO already
present inside the Xe4 pocket [21]. The Phe29 side chain
of the L29F mutant was then replaced by Trp, and the
side chain of Ser108 was replaced by Leu to generate the
L29W S108L double mutant used in the experiment (Fig.
1a). The protein was solvated in a box with dimensions
63 A x 55 A x 58 A resulting in a system of 2545 protein
atoms and 9064 water molecules. Water molecules were
treated with a TIP3P potential [22]. Electrostatic and
van der Waals interactions were evaluated up to a cuto
distance of 12 A, with a switching function used between
10 and 12 A to smooth truncation. Periodic boundary
conditions were applied. Simulations were performed at
20 K, 50 K, 75 K and 100 K. A separate 5 ns NVT equi-
libration was performed at each temperature, followed
by a further 5 ns NVE simulation to generate 250 start-
ing structures at 20 ps intervals. The 250 stored sets
of coordinates and velocities for each temperature were
then modied by scaling the velocities of water molecule
atoms by a factor 1.5. The scaled velocities cause sol-
vent heating, representative of the laser pulse used to
perturb the solvent in the experiment described above.
The resulting 500 sets of starting coordinates and ve-
locities at each temperature (250 each for  = 1:0 and
 = 1:5) were used to run 20-ps trajectories at each of
the four dierent temperatures. At 20 K and 100 K
the temperature jump is  2 and  6 K, respectively. A
total of 2000 20-ps trajectories were therefore performed.
250 trajectories for each set of starting conditions were
found to be sucient to detect CO heating. In trials av-
eraged over fewer trajectories, the small changes in CO
dynamics associated with solvent heating could not be
distinguished from the background noise caused by ran-
dom CO motions and collision events in each simulation.
Trajectories were analyzed using CHARMM to calculate
the thermal kinetic energy of the CO molecule:
E =
N
2
kBTCO; (1)
where N is the number of degrees of freedom (6 in an un-
constrained diatomic molecule) and E the total kinetic
energy of the C and O atoms, averaged over all 250 tra-
jectories. Helix kinetic energies were calculated using
all backbone C and N atoms for selected residues form-
ing and surrounding the Xe4 pocket (8 residues in each
case, shown in Fig. 1a). Exponential and biexponential
ts of the response in CO kinetic energy required longer,
250-ps trajectories to obtain reliable asymptotic values.
The asymptotic values for CO and helix kinetic energy
(T (1)) were taken as the average values of the kinetic
energy over the nal 50 ps of each of the two hundred
250-ps simulations, and the initial kinetic energy T (0) is
the averaged value over all trajectories at t = 0. For CO,
T (0) was included in the t dto capture eects at t = 0.
Biexponential ts were performed according to:
T (t) = T (1) + c(T (0)  T (1))e 1t
+ (1  c)(T (0)  T (1))e 2t: (2)
3Fitted values were obtained for the coecient c and ex-
ponents 1 and 2. Error bars for the time constants
were obtained from bootstrapping. For this, 125 out of
the 200 trajectories (250 ps in length) were selected at
random. Time constants were tted using this subset,
and a new set of 125 trajectories was selected. This pro-
cess was repeated 100 times, and the mean and standard
deviation of the 100 tted time constants were evaluated
for an error estimate of the tted values using all 200
trajectories.
The CO kinetic energy was found to lie below that
corresponding to the global simulation temperature in
many of the unscaled ( = 1:0) 20-ps simulations, de-
spite the 5 ns NV T equilibration period. This suggests
either weak coupling between the rapid CO stretch and
the lower-frequency surrounding protein modes (mean-
ing uctuations in CO temperature following collision
events in the 5 ns NV E simulation persist over many of
the restarted trajectories) or anomalies due to simulation
conditions as previously observed for SHAKE [23], the
NV E ensemble with periodic boundary conditions [24{
26], or thermostats during NV T equilibration [27]. How-
ever, for the following discussion, it is more relevant that
it is possible to prepare a well-dened initial state which
allows the determination of relative changes in the state
of the system upon solvent excitation.
As common for such low-temperature studies, a glyc-
erol/water mixture was used as solvent in the experiment,
since it forms an amorphous glass upon freezing while
crystalline ice is likely to perturb the folding of the pro-
tein. Since the protein force elds are parametrized for
TIP3 water and not for glycerol or glycerol/water mix-
tures, we chose pure water as solvent in the simulation
study, which will be present in the form of amorphous ice
under the simulation conditions. We do not expect this
dierence to signicantly aect the results, since glyc-
erol [28] and amorphous phases of water [29] show very
similar thermal properties, and furthermore, since sol-
vent thermalization is not rate limiting (as we will see).
C. Background: Principle of the local thermometer
The principle of the local thermometer has been es-
tablished in Refs. [16, 17, 30]. In brief, a CO molecule
is dissociated from the heme and then diuses to the
Xe4 pocket, also called C-site, located 6 A above the
distal side of the heme (Fig. 1a). We study the Mb dou-
ble mutant L29W-S108L, which is especially well suited
for detailed spectroscopic investigations of this particu-
lar cavity. It has been shown that CO remains trapped
exclusively in the Xe4 pocket at temperatures below 80
K [16]. Similarly to CO trapped in the primary docking
site B after photodissociation [31], two preferential CO
orientations with respect to a strong electric eld in site
C (Fig. 1b) give rise to a doublet spectrum. The lines
narrow and split further as the temperature is lowered
(Fig. 2a). These observations were successfully explained
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FIG. 1: (a) Structure of the Mb mutant L29W. CO is trapped
in the Xe4 cavity after photo dissociation from heme at low
temperature. Selected residues from helix B (shown in green),
E (shown in blue) and G (shown in red) were chosen to moni-
tor energy transfer from the protein surface to the Xe4 pocket
in the MD simulations. (b) Restricted motion of the CO
molecule relative to the internal electric eld inside the Xe
pocket and (c) a model for the potential it experiences.
by a model originally due to Gordon [32]. It assumes that
(inertial) re-orientation of the CO molecules is the dom-
inant contribution to the decay of the transition dipole
correlation function, c1(t) = h~(0)  ~(t)i. For essentially
unrestricted motion - for example at high temperatures -
the absorption spectrum (given by the Fourier transform
of c1(t)) is very broad and dicult to detect. When the
orientational motion of the molecules is restricted, the
fast inertial decay of c1(t) is incomplete, and the transi-
tion dipole correlation function decays bi-exponentially.
Its slow decay component leads to narrow spectral lines,
which are easily detectable. Close to quantitative agree-
ment with linear absorption data [16] as well as time-
resolved anisotropy data [17] was reached by evaluating
the dipole correlation functions for an eective double
well potential (Fig. 1c),
V () = V0 sin
2 ; (3)
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FIG. 2: (a) FTIR absorption spectra of 13C18O in the Xe4
pocket of Mb double mutant L29W-S108L at 20, 50 and 80 K.
(b) Transient absorption spectrum after broad band excita-
tion at a pump-probe delay of 400 fs and 200 ps for a sample
initially at 50 K for parallel (black squares) and perpendicular
(open circles) polarization of pump and probe pulse, respec-
tively. Adapted from Ref. [17].
where  is the angle between a protein-xed axis and V0 is
a barrier of approximately 170 cm 1 [16]. With increas-
ing temperature, the amplitude of the CO librational mo-
tion increases and the intensity of the narrow spectral
lines decreases (Fig. 2a). The strong temperature de-
pendence of the intensity of the C=O vibrational mode
makes it a very sensitive thermometer, which probes the
excitation of the low-frequency librational degrees of free-
dom of the CO molecule in a very direct and well under-
stood manner.
III. RESULTS
A. Experimental
In our previous work [17], we had used polarization-
dependent infrared pump-probe spectroscopy to directly
observe the orientational motion of CO inside the Xe4
cavity. The critical observable was the anisotropy of the
1-2 transition of the C=O stretch vibration, which gives
rise to two bands about 25 cm 1 red-shifted from the
fundamentals, due to the anharmonicity of the CO bond
(positive bands in Fig. 2b).
In the present work, we concentrate on the bleach sig-
nals (negative bands in Fig. 2b) which appear at the same
frequencies as the CO bands in the stationary spectrum
(Fig. 2a). We see in Fig. 2b that the bleach/stimulated
emission signals reect the red-shifted excited state ab-
sorption signals at early delay times (400 fs), both in their
strength and their anisotropies. This is expected since
the intensities as well as the transition dipole moment
orientations of the CO (v = 0)! (v = 1) and (v = 1)!
(v = 2) transitions are similar for a close-to-harmonic
mode. At later delay times (see the 200 ps spectrum in
Fig. 2b) the excited state absorption slightly decreases
due to population relaxation, but, surprisingly, the inten-
sity of the bleach strongly increases, which we attribute
to heating: In fact, the majority of the broad band laser
pulse energy is not absorbed by the CO molecules, but is
initially deposited in the surrounding water-glycerol sol-
vent, due to the combination band of water (libration and
OH bending) that peaks near 2000 cm 1. Comparing the
bleach intensity at long pump-probe delays with temper-
ature dependent FTIR data [16] we can estimate a tem-
perature jump on the order of 2 K at 70 K, and four times
larger at 20 K (see supplemental material for calibration
spectra). This is consistent with the absorbed laser power
and the temperature-dependence of the heat capacity of
glycerol and the protein, and corresponds to an excita-
tion of approximately 10 solvent molecules per protein.
In line with this interpretation, hardly any anisotropy
is observed at late delay times. The protein itself does
not undergo any orientational diusion; nevertheless, the
excited solvent molecules are randomly oriented relative
to the proteins. In summary, with the bleach signal we
observe protein-mediated heat transport from the sur-
rounding solvent to the CO molecule which serves as a
local thermometer. Furthermore, the changes in temper-
ature are suciently small so that the thermometer can
be assumed to be linear over the range of the temperature
jump [16].
Fig. 3 shows the increase of the bleach signal as a func-
tion of time for temperatures between 20 K and 70 K.
Within signal-to-noise, the response can be adequately
t by a single-exponential function; the resulting time
constants are reported in Fig. 3, inset, as a function of
temperature. Heat transport from the surrounding water
to the CO cavity becomes more ecient as the tempera-
ture is increased.
In order to exclude solvent equilibration as a possible
source of the strong temperature dependence of the CO
response, we have directly probed absorption changes of
the glycerol-water solvent (sample without protein, path-
length 25 m) near 1600 cm 1 after excitation with a
laser pulse centered at 2100 cm 1 (see Fig. 3, bottom).
In this probe window, broad absorption bands of both
water and glycerol bleach and shift upon heating, making
these transient signals sensitive to the changes of solvent
temperature. Between 20 K and 90 K, the solvent equi-
libration was found to be temperature-independent with
a time constant of 3-4 ps.
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FIG. 3: Top: Kinetics of the CO bleach signal (normalized)
for various temperatures from 20 K to 70 K following exci-
tation of the solvent background. The insert shows the time
constants deduced from an exponential t as a function of
temperature. Due to scattering (see Materials and Methods),
the time regime between 1 and 10 ps is dicult to access.
Bottom: Transient response of a glycerol/water sample near
1600 cm 1 at 20 K (squares) and 70 K (triangles) under sim-
ilar excitation conditions. The inset shows transient spectra
at 70 K.
B. Molecular Dynamics Simulations
All-atom simulations were employed to follow the re-
sponse of the CO molecule in the Xe4 pocket after heat-
ing the solvent molecules surrounding the protein. The
simulations allow an analysis of energy transfer from the
solvent to the CO molecule mediated by the protein in
atomistic detail. The response of the CO molecule to
thermal excitation of the solvent was investigated for a
range of initial temperatures after scaling all solvent ve-
locities by  = 1:5 (see Methods). CO heating takes place
in all simulations where solvent velocities are scaled, so
that the average CO kinetic energy of trajectories with
excited solvent is visibly higher than where the solvent
velocities are left unperturbed ( = 1:0). The rate of en-
ergy transfer is rapid. Most of the heating occurs within
the rst 5 ps, and the CO kinetic energy begins to sta-
bilize over the following 20 ps. An exponential t of the
CO response at 20 K and 100 K was performed for the
CO kinetic energy averaged over all 250 ps trajectories
(Fig. 4). Bootstrapping (see Methods) yielded average
time constants of 6  1 ps and 10  4 ps at 20 K and
100 K, respectively. These results indicate that the CO
response time is largely invariant to changes in temper-
ature within the signal-to-noise ratio of the data tted
(and if at all, the temperature trend is opposite to the
experimentally observed one).
The rapid timescale of CO heating is of particular in-
terest, as simulations of CO relaxation after vibrational
excitation ([(v = 1)  (v = 0)]) in Mb [33] as well as
experimental measurements [17, 34] demonstrated only
weak coupling to the protein environment during cooling,
with a decay constant of T10  600 ps. The contrastingly
much faster rate of CO heating, therefore, results from
energy being transferred into translational and rotational
degrees of freedom of CO, rather than vibrational excita-
tion. The translational and rotational modes should cou-
ple more eciently to the surrounding protein via colli-
sions inside the Xe4 pocket, since it matches much better
the density of states of a protein [35{37].
The data in Figure 4 allows us to investigate possible
routes of energy transfer from the protein surface to CO
via three helices (B, E and G, see Fig. 1) that form and
surround the Xe4 pocket. It shows the average kinetic en-
ergy of the backbone atoms selected from each of these
helices at around the position of the pocket as a function
of simulation time. Averaging was again performed over
all trajectories at each temperature. The larger number
of atoms in each helix allows for more averaging than
was possible for the CO molecule and, therefore, gives
a better signal-to-noise ratio. It can be seen that heat-
ing takes place in all three helices on a similar timescale.
This might be expected as all helices are in direct con-
tact with the excited solvent molecules at the protein
surface. The similar heating response suggests a roughly
isotropic heat ow through the helices. Also included
in Figure 4 are the averaged kinetic energies of the en-
tire system, comprising the whole protein and solvent
box. This shows that the helices indeed fully thermalize
within 250 ps. At 20 K, the helix response occurs on
two timescales, and is t as a sum of two exponentials
(Eq. 2). The rapid process (time constants 7 ps, 9 ps
and 7 ps for helices B, E and G, respectively) is found
to contribute more strongly (coecient c  0:6) than the
slower process (time constants 56 ps, 59 ps and 53 ps,
coecient (1   c)  0:4). At 100 K, the response can
be well described by a single exponential, yielding time
constants of 13 ps, 16 ps and 15 ps for helices B, E and
G, respectively. For direct comparison with the data at
20 K, tting the response at 100 K as a double exponen-
tial yields a dominant process (coecients c  0:7, 0.9
and 1.0) with time constants 16 ps, 16 ps and 14 ps) and
secondary processes which contribute signicantly less to
the t (coecients (1   c)  0:3, 0.1 and 0.0) with time
6constants 5 ps, 15 ps and 167 ps. In conclusion, the helix
response can be described by a rapid process on the 10 ps
time scale at 20 K and 100 K and a slower process on a 50
ps time scale which is only visible at low temperatures.
As can be seen in Figure 4, the slope of the initial rise
of the CO average kinetic energy coincides with that of
the helices. After about 10 ps, however, the CO kinetic
energy levels o and remains relatively constant over the
subsequent simulation time, whereas the helix kinetic en-
ergy continues to rise on a slower timescale. At 20 K, the
CO kinetic energy appears to even slightly overshoot.
Apparently, the water initially heats only a certain subset
of modes of the protein, which in turn eciently couple
to the CO molecule. Presumably, this subset are lower
frequency modes since they are resonant with both the
water intermolecular degrees of freedom as well as the
CO translational and rotational degrees of freedom. Fur-
thermore, low-frequency modes in proteins have a ten-
dency to spatially delocalize over larger regions. As a
consequence they more eciently transport vibrational
energy [35{37]. On the other hand, higher frequency
modes of the protein, such as C=O or C-H vibrations,
are expected to thermalize on much slower timescales of
many tens of picoseconds, in particular at low tempera-
tures (similar to the C=O vibration), because the density
of states is small in the high-frequency region. Hence, we
assume that the slower second component in the time
dependence of the helix kinetic energy reects thermal-
ization of such high-frequency modes of the protein. As
energy is then distributed over more degrees of free-
dom, thermalization of high-frequency modes will slightly
lower the temperature of the simulation box as a whole,
since its heat capacity is nite, explaining the slight over-
shooting of the CO kinetic energy. The interplay between
energy transport through low-frequency modes and ther-
malization of high frequency modes has been described
in detail in the context of small helices [38].
Energy transfer from the protein to the CO molecule
turned out to be dicult to analyze more quantitatively.
To more conclusively establish whether this rate is tem-
perature dependent, the reverse process - i.e. energy dis-
sipation of a thermally excited CO molecule to its envi-
ronment - was also considered. To this end, MD simula-
tions at 20 K and 100 K were carried out in which the CO
molecule was excited by increasing the velocity vectors of
the C- and O-atom by 25%. Energy dissipation was mon-
itored by following the CO kinetic energy as a function
of time and quantied by considering the dierence be-
tween the unscaled and the scaled trajectory. At 20 K
and 100 K, a total of 15 trajectories, 10 ps in length, was
analyzed. The decrease of the kinetic energy is shown in
Figure 5. As can be seen, cooling is essentially complete
after 2 ps and the rates of cooling at 20 K and 100 K
do not dier substantially. Fitting the relaxation curves
with Eq. (2) yields a relaxation time of 1  0:3 ps at
both temperatures. This is signicantly faster than the
forward rate ( 10 ps). Thus, energy transfer between
the protein and the CO molecule is not the rate-limiting
FIG. 4: Average kinetic energy (in units of kB) of the CO
molecule and selected helix backbone atoms near the Xe4 cav-
ity (shown in Fig. 1a) as a function of simulation time after
solvent excitation. The solvent velocity scaling factor used
for solvent excitation is  = 1:5. Kinetic energies of helix B
(black), helix E (red), helix G (green) and the CO molecule
(blue) are shown, averaged over 200 independent trajectories,
250 ps in length. Simulations were carried out at (top) 20 K
and (bottom) 100 K. The total average kinetic energy of the
entire system (including solvent) is shown as a dashed hori-
zontal line for reference. The point where CO kinetic energy
`overshoots' that of the surrounding protein is marked with a
red arrow (see text for details). Exponential ts of CO kinetic
energy are shown as solid lines in cyan.
step as judged from the MD simulation.
IV. DISCUSSION
Leitner and coworkers calculated the heat diusivity
D of proteins in analogy to that of glasses [35{37]. In
this theory, the temperature dependence of the heat dif-
fusivity D originates from the temperature dependence
of both the thermal conductivity  and the heat capacity
7FIG. 5: Cooling curves for thermally excited CO at 20 K
(black) and 100 K (red). The kinetic energy traces are scaled
accordingly to facilitate comparison.
c [35]:
D  
c
=
R
d!(!)c(!)D(!)R
d!(!)c(!)
(4)
where (!) is the density of normal modes, c(!) is the
contribution of a particular normal mode to the total
heat capacity (depending on the occupation of a par-
ticular normal mode), and D(!) is the contribution of
that normal mode to energy diusion. This expression
can be interpreted as a weighted sum over all contri-
butions D(!) to the total diusivity, where (!)c(!) is
the weighting factor. Both, thermal conductivity  and
the heat capacity c increase with temperature. However,
the heat capacity c increases more strongly and over-
compensates the rise of the thermal conductivity , so
heat diusivity D is expected to decrease with temper-
ature. This decrease arises from a shift in thermal pop-
ulation from lower frequency modes, which carry energy
eciently since they are typically delocalized over larger
spatial areas, to a larger fraction of the population being
in higher frequency modes at higher temperatures, which
transport energy less eciently.
In order to relate our results to these thermal proper-
ties we assume that we can model heat transport as a
diusion process, and describe the protein as a sphere of
radius R0 with the local CO thermometer essentially in
the center. Thermal diusion inside the sphere is gov-
erned by the equation [39]:
@T (r; t)
@t
= D
1
r2
@
@r

r2
@T (r; t)
@r

: (5)
When a protein is initially at a temperature T0, it ap-
proaches the solvent temperature T1 according to the
general solution
T (r; t)  T1
T0   T1 =
1X
k=1
ck

sin(k) exp( 2k
D
R20
t); (6)
where  = r=R0, and k and ck are constants, which
depend on boundary conditions (see supplemental mate-
rial). For example, when the outside of the protein is
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FIG. 6: Comparison of the heat diusivity predicted by Leit-
ner and coworkers [35] (black, left scale) with the experimen-
tal time constants (red, right scale).
always at the temperature of the solvent (TR0 = T1),
k = k and ck =
2
k ( 1)k+1[39]. Dierent boundary
conditions can lead to smaller values of 1, but the dif-
ference to the next larger k is always approximately ,
and ck / 1=k, so only the leading term in Eq. 6 con-
tributes, apart from very early times. Consistent with
our experiment, the temperature change at the center of
the sphere is thus exponential. The time constant
 =
R20
21D
(7)
is inversely proportional to the thermal diusivity D of
the protein.
In Fig. 6 our experimental data (red circles, right scale)
are compared with the theoretical result from Leitner
and coworkers (black line, left scale) [35]. In contrast
to the theoretical prediction and in contrast to what is
commonly observed for bulk glasses [40], the thermal dif-
fusivity D / 1= of myoglobin appears to increase with
temperature below 60 K. At these temperatures, on the
other hand, agreement between time-domain data and
prediction can be reached using (R0=1)
2 = 200. For an
eective protein radius R0 = 23 A(the radius of a sphere
containing the myoglobin mass at the proper density [2])
this is equivalent to 1 = 0:6, within the range of possible
solutions of Eq. 5. This scaling is also consistent with the
time constant ( 20 ps) found at room temperature for
the inverse process, the diusive heating of water after
photoexcitation of heme [2].
Temperature enters in Eq. 4 only through the tempera-
ture dependence of the heat capacity c(!) of the individ-
ual modes of the protein. Leitner's theory is intrinsically
quantum-mechanical, so c(!) is temperature dependent:
c(!) =
(h!)2
kBT 2
eh!=kBT
(eh!=kBT   1)2 : (8)
However, our MD simulation is classical with a constant
8heat capacity (in the harmonic case):
c(!) = kB = const: (9)
We found that the heat diusivity predicted by the
MD simulations is essentially temperature independent
(within signal to noise). Analysis of the data at 50
K and 75 K showed that within signal to noise, this
is true for the entire temperature range from 20 K to
100 K. Furthermore, at the highest temperatures, the
experimental time constants does agree quite well with
that of the MD simulations, which yield a rate for CO
heating of approximately (10 ps) 1. Hence, both Leit-
ner's theory and our MD simulation actually agree with
each other with respect to their temperature dependence,
apart from the dierence between the classical and a
quantum-mechanical heat capacity. Both theories build
on the same type of a potential energy surface (i.e., an
empirical force eld), but dier quite substantially in
their approach otherwise. Leitner's theory is inherently
a quantum-mechanical picture, and is an equilibrium ap-
proach that treats anharmonicity perturbatively up to
third-order terms of the potential energy surface. In
contrast, our MD simulation is a non-equilibrium, non-
perturbative approach, albeit classical in nature. The
agreement of both theories is reassuring, and we conclude
that they actually describe vibrational energy transport
in the protein correctly. If we were to correct our MD
results for the quantum occupation numbers (which ul-
timately give rise to the temperature dependence of the
quantum heat capacity, Eq. 8), it would in fact result
in a heat transport rate that decreases with increasing
temperature, opposite to our experimental observation.
Hence, although the MD simulations provide insight
into heat transport along the helices they do at not
provide an atomistic explanation for the temperature
dependence of heat transfer from the surrounding to the
CO molecule. Possible shortcomings of the MD simula-
tions in correctly capturing the experimentally observed
temperature dependence are (i) the thermalization of
the solvent itself, (ii) the solvent protein interface or
(iii) the coupling between the protein and the librational
motion of CO inside the Xe4 cavity. In the following,
these possibilities will be discussed in detail:
(i) Solvent thermalization: One possibility is that
the experimentally observed temperature dependence re-
ects solvent thermalization. In the MD simulation, the
velocities of all solvent atoms are uniformly scaled in or-
der to mimic the temperature jump, exciting both intra-
and intermolecular degrees of freedom. Hence, energy is
essentially equipartitioned already when it is deposited.
In the experiment, in contrast, absorption is primarily
due to the libration-OH bending combination band of
the water near 2000 cm 1, hence energy is deposited in a
mode specic manner. However, the excited water modes
have a large spectral overlap with those of glycerol in
1:3 water glycerol mixture, so water and glycerol are ex-
pected to equilibrate rapidly. We indeed observe exper-
imentally that the solvent equilibrates on a few picosec-
ond timescale in an essentially temperature-independent
manner (Fig. 3).
Furthermore, both glycerol [28] and amorphous
phases of water (usually forming under pressure) [29]
show heat transport properties of glasses. Notably, the
heat diusivity decreases with increasing temperature,
just as predicted for myoglobin [36]. Overall, thermal
equilibration within the solvent surrounding the protein
should, therefore, not be the rate-limiting step and, if at
all, slow down with increasing temperature. This cannot
explain the observed acceleration of the CO response
with increasing temperature.
(ii) Solvent-protein interface: After vibrational
excitation of the solvent, the energy has to be trans-
ferred to the protein. Therefore, the coupling between
solvent and protein modes constitutes an interface
that has to be modelled correctly. In the spherical
diusion model, next to the thermal diusivity D, there
is a second parameter 1 that inuences the observed
time-constant of the temperature change at the center
of the protein. If we release the restriction T (R0) = T1,
the temperature gradient at the interface (and thus 1)
is determined by the ratio of the so-called heat transfer
coecient and the conductivity of the protein. The
heat transfer eciency would have to increase by a
factor of 3-4 faster with temperature than the thermal
conductivity in order to explain our observations. This
contradicts the observation that the thermal conductiv-
ity of glycerol [28] is almost the same as that predicted
for myoglobin [36]. Furthermore, it has been observed
by Stock and coworkers [15] that vibrational energy
transport rates in polypeptides are extremely insensitive
to the exact potentials; energy transport rates are a
highly averaged property for which the density of states
counts more than the details of MD potentials. The
same is true for the glassy solvent, so solvent and protein
are thermally relatively homogeneous media. We thus
believe that the vibrational energy transfer through
the solvent-protein interface is unlikely to be the rate
limiting step.
(iii) Protein-CO coupling: The coupling between the
protein and the CO molecule might be expected to be
weak since (a) it is not covalently bound and (b) the
CO per se does not have a large density of states, so
details of the interaction potentials might in fact mat-
ter. In the following, we describe the coupling between
the non-covalently bound CO molecule and its protein
environment perturbatively, along the lines of Ref. [41].
To set the stage, we rst consider the eect of bilinear
coupling, in which case the CO hindered rotational mode
would exchange energy only with protein modes that are
resonant, !Pr = !CO. Both classical and quantum me-
chanical perturbation theory then reveals for the energy
9transfer rate [41]:
@ECO
@t
/ nPr   nCO; (10)
where nCO is the occupation number of the CO mode,
and nPr that of the resonant protein mode(s). If we as-
sume that the CO molecule is initially at a temperature
T0 and the protein at an elevated temperature T0 +T
with T  T0, the occupation number of the protein
can be expanded as:
nPr(T0 +T ) = nPr(T0) +
dnPr
dT
T
= nPr(T0) +
cPr(T0)
h!Pr
T; (11)
where cPr(T0) is the heat capacity of the protein mode
(Eq. 8). With these ingredients, we obtain for the energy
transfer rate:
@ECO
@t
/ cPr(T0)
h!Pr
T; (12)
since we have nPr(T0) = nCO(T0) for two resonant modes.
Finally, since
@TCO
@t
=
1
cCO
@ECO
@t
; (13)
we nd that the temperature dependence cancels:
@TCO
@t
/ T: (14)
For bilinear coupling, transport of thermal energy is in-
dependent of the initial temperature T0. In classical me-
chanics, where the heat capacity is temperature indepen-
dent anyway, we obtain the same result.
For cubic coupling, in contrast, we do obtain a temper-
ature dependence of the heat transfer rate. In this case,
we have to consider two resonant processes, with either
!CO = !i + !j or !CO = !j   !i, respectively, where !i
and !i are protein modes. Quantum-mechanical pertur-
bation theory reveals for the two processes [41]:
(I)
@ECO
@t
/ ninj   nCOnj   nCOni   nCO
(II)
@ECO
@t
/ ninj + nCOnj   nCOni + nj : (15)
The last terms (nCO and nj) result from zero-point en-
ergy and, hence, are not present in classical perturbation
theory [41]. Along the lines of the derivation above, these
expressions can be simplied for the classical case, where
ni = kBT=h!i, and we obtain
@TCO
@t
/ kBT0
h!ih!j
T (16)
for both processes. Quantum-mechanically, the expres-
sions are quite involved, but deviate from the classical
result only for kBT0 < 0:2h! (the frequency of the hin-
dered rotation of the CO is !CO 20 cm 1 [16], i.e. for
the temperatures of this study, we can use the classi-
cal result). In essence, it is the product of occupation
numbers in Eq. 15 which renders the heat transfer rate
proportional to the starting temperature T0. Consider,
for example, process (II). In that case, energy is trans-
ferred from mode j to the CO mode, but in order to do
so it requires another protein mode i, the occupation ni
of which scales with temperature T0. Higher order pro-
cesses will scale more strongly with temperature.
Leitner's theory for heat transport in proteins treats
the problem on essentially a harmonic level. Harmonic
normal modes { equivalent to bilinear coupling in the dis-
cussion above { reveal a temperature independent D(!)
in Eq. 4 (the overall temperature dependence enters only
through the temperature dependence of the heat capac-
ity, Eq. 8). An anharmonic correction to Leitner's theory,
which indeed is temperature dependent, does not yet play
a signicant role in the temperature range of the present
study; it leads to a correction of < 30% below 100 K [35].
What dierentiates the CO molecule from the rest of
the protein is its potentially very weak coupling to the
latter. As such, its librational degrees of freedom stay
localized (i.e., they are not be part of any delocalized
normal mode) and anharmonicity might play a bigger
role in a relative sense. Despite the fact that the MD
simulations do not reproduce the eect (which it could,
conceptually speaking), we believe that it is this coupling
which constitutes the rate-limiting step. Assuming that
the coupling is dominated by anharmonic terms, the tem-
perature dependence of energy transfer would indeed go
in the experimentally observed direction.
The highest temperature point in Fig. 6 might indicate
that the CO-protein coupling is no longer rate limiting at
temperatures >60 K, and that the temperature depen-
dence of the overall kinetics turns into that predicted by
Leitner's theory [35]. Unfortunately, we could not verify
that trend since the CO would no longer be stable in the
Xe4 pocket at higher temperatures.
One possible reason for the failure of the MD simula-
tions to reproduce the temperature dependence for ther-
malization of the CO molecule might lie in the force elds
which overestimate the protein-CO coupling (e.g. by a
too large bilinear coupling term). Indeed, in the reverse
computer experiment, investigating the cooling after di-
rect heating of the CO molecule, we found a rapid (1 ps)
temperature-independent equilibration rate for this step.
The force eld description for the CO molecule that had
to be used in the present work clearly has its limitations.
As is known from previous work on relaxation of CN  in
water, higher order multipole moments are required to
reliably describe energy transfer from the vibrationally
excited cyanide ion to the solvent [42]. In this particular
case, even a multipolar representation for the surround-
ing solvent (water) was required to quantitatively capture
vibrational relaxation. In the present case, both the large
number of simulations required and the time scale cov-
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ered by the simulations made it impossible to use such
rened models. It remains to be seen whether a better
CO model is sucient to capture the physics or whether
even a multipolar representation of the surrounding pro-
tein or at least part of it will be needed. A nal reason
may be related to the inability of atomistic simulations to
capture eects on the few kcal/mol scale quantitatively.
In problems related to ligand binding typical changes in
activity - measured as rate constants - dier by several
orders of magnitude and translate into free energy dier-
ences of  10 kcal/mol. Given that relative changes in
free energy can be computed with an error bar of typi-
cally 6 kcal/mol such circumstances are much more fa-
vorable to atomistic simulations than changes in time
constants of one order of magnitude which correspond to
free energy dierences of only a few kcal/mol.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have investigated the temperature
dependence of vibrational energy transport from water
surrounding myoglobin to a COmolecule in the Xe4 bind-
ing pocket at the center of the protein. The hindered
rotational motion of the CO molecule, which is not cova-
lently bound, results in a very sensitive response of its IR
lineshape to temperature [16, 17]. Compared to previous
work [10{14], where we have used anharmonic frequency
shifts of protein backbone C=O modes as a signature of
local temperature, the mechanism of this thermometer is
more direct and better understood.
We observed a fourfold acceleration of the CO response
to mid-IR laser heating of the solvent between 20 K and
70 K, in contrast to heat transport theory for proteins,
which predict a decrease of the thermal diusivity with
increasing temperature. Molecular dynamics simulations
could also not reproduce the observed trend.
While it is at present not possible to provide a nal
answer as to why the simulations could not quantita-
tively describe heat transfer from the surrounding to
the CO molecule, a number of factors can be excluded.
We found experimentally that the thermalization of
the solvent itself is not rate limiting. The thermal
properties of the protein and surrounding glycerol-water
mixture are very similar with strongly overlapping
density of states. Thus, this boundary does not appear
to be rate-limiting either. Heat transport through the
glycerol-water mixture (a glass) as well as the protein
are expected to actually have an opposite tempera-
ture dependence, according to a theory developed by
Leitner [35{37]. The MD simulation agrees with this
result, when taking into account that the latter is a
classical mechanics description. This leaves us with the
coupling between the protein and the CO in its binding
pocket as the only conceivable bottleneck for energy
transport. This coupling is very likely anharmonic
and hence is expected to be temperature dependent,
regardless whether one treats the problem classically or
quantum-mechanically. Along the same lines, the second
slower phase of the thermalization of the protein, which
we attributed to IVR of high frequency modes of the
protein that is indeed anharmonic in nature, shows the
expected temperature dependence (Fig. 4).
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